spatial mode, we set (24) The algorithm stability condition follows immediately from (24). In an inhomogeneous region of space, it is difficult to determine a spectrum of 1 analogous to (23) for all possible lattice spatial modes. For absolute algorithm stability, (7) suffices because it represents a "worst case"
choice of M.
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[ Let 10 A { 1,2,.. " ,k) be the index set for these parameters. We take the ith absolute tolerance as e; In the discussion in this section; however, the discussion applies also to the relative tolerance tiQ ei/@iO without any conceptual difference. An outcome of a circuit is any point~Q [414,"".~k] T in the tolerance region R, A {~10i" -~~S di < @i" + 'i, i~~~1. The constra~t region R= is the region of points~such that all performance specifications and constraints are satisfied by the circuit. The worst case design requires that R, G R.. The optimal worst case design can, therefore, be stated as: minimize some cost function C subject to Rt G R.. We need the following assumptions on R. in order to make the problem tractable. 1) R. is not empty.
2) R. is bounded and simply connected.
3) R. is at least one-dimensionally convex. 
where a is some constant and uj is the jth unit vector, implies that 
ith element.
See [11] for the proof, and Fig. 1 for an illustration of the concepts.
Assumptions
on the Constraints R. may be defined specifically by a set of constraint functions, namely,
where I. is the index set for the functions. Concave constraint functions or, more generally, quasi-concave f unctions will satisfy assumption 3). The function g($) (dropping the subscript i, i E 1.) is said to be quasiconcave in a region if, for all~,@ in the region,
for all O < k <1. An immediate consequence of (7) is that a region defined as {~I g(~) > 0) is convex [16] .
The intersection of convex regions is also convex, and the multidimensional convexity implies the one-dimensional convexity of assumption 3). If the point c$~in (7) is defined as in (1) 
Conditions for Monotonicitg
Given a differentiable one-dimensional quasi-concave function g(4) (see, for example, Fig. 2 ), the function is monotonic with respect to 4 on an interval [4",4b] if sgn (g' (4")) = sgn (g' (4~) ). Furthermore, the minimum of g (4) is at 4 = 3[4= + 4b -sgn (g' (4")) (4~-4") ]. This may be proved as follows.
Consider the case sgn (g' (@a)) = sgn (g' (4')) >0.
Suppose g (4) 
Implications of Monotonicity
Suppose g, is monotonic in the same direction with respect to 4j throughout Rt. Then the minimum of g{ is on the hyperplane 4j = 4~0 -e, sgn (agJd4J. Hence only those vertices which lie on that hyperplane need to be constrained.
In general, if there are 1variables with respect to which the function g~is monotonic in this way, the 2k-Z vertices lying on the intersection of the hyperplanes are constrained.
In the case where 1 = k, the vertex of minimum g occurs at + where 
()
6' = 4j0 -Cj sgn 3' for all j e 14.
c?4j (8) Let the set that contains the critical vertices be denoted to describe the function behavior, our scheme will increase the number of vertices until, at worst, all the 2k vertices are included. In principle, our schemes maybe stated as follows:
Step 1) systematic generation, for positive a, of sets of points h'tep 2) evaluation of the function values and the partial derivatives at these points.
Step 3 
1
. . 
Now SK(T) is another vector with +1 and -1 entries.
Let it be denoted by p(s), s { 10. In some cases p(r) is identical to p,(s) if the vector is symmetrical. In other cases p,(r) # p(s). In all cases s@ = *.
Making use of the symmetrical property of g 633 The above discussion and results may be u~ed to reduce computation time, However, in general, it i~~not certain that a nominal design without tolerances yielding a symmetrical solution will imply a symmetrical cllptimal solution with tolerances either in the continuous or in the discrete cases.
III. OPTIMIZATION METHODS

Nonlinear Programming Problem
After eliminating the inactive vertices and constraints as discussed in Section II, the tolerance problcrn takes the form
subject to
where j is the chosen objective function (see Section IV).
The vector x represents a set of up to 2k design variables which include the nominal values, and the relative and/or absolute tolerances of the network components. One way of compromising is to search the tree in an orderly manner; each branch is followed until it is fathomed.
The tree is not, in general, unique for a given problem.
The tree structure depends on the order of partitioning on the integer variables used. The integer problem is thus a special case of the discrete problem with qi = 1, i = 1,2,.0" ,n, where n iIs the number of discrete variables.
If, however, a finite set of discrete values given by To illustrate the branch and bound strategy, a 3-component LC low-pass filter is studied [12] . The circuit is shown in Fig. 6 . Table  VI for the specifications.
The length units are normalized with respect to lq = c/4f0, where jO = 1 GHz. Two problems are presented here.
1) A uniform l-percent relative tolerance is allowed for each impedance.
Maximize the absolute tolerances on the Fig. 7 . Tree structure for example 2, partitioning on xl first (see Table V ). &teri8k denotes optimal discrete solutions.
section lengths and find the corresponding nominal lengths. Let the cost function be Tree structure for example 2, partitioning on *3 first (see Table V ). Asterisk denotes optimal discrel e solutions.
The filter has 10 circuit parameters which may be arranged in the order .%,ZZ, "" q ,Z&ZZ," o" ,1s cal running time for a small and medium size problem (less than 10 network parameters or 20 optimization parameters) will be from 2 to 20 min. The execution time on a CDC 6400, taking the LC low-pass filter as an example, was less than 10 s for the continuous case, and a total of 80-100 s for the entire problem, depending on the order of partitioning. The five-section transmission-line example needed about 300-400s.
